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US4328902 
 
Containers are joined together with dovetails and contains 

dividers that are integral with the sidewalls. 

US4162024 
 
Container includes a roll top cover and includes dividers. 

US3131829 
 
Containers are joined together with dovetails and contains 

integrated dividers. 

US7290661 
 
Container includes a roll top cover with slats that slides in 

tracks. 

US2000162 
 
Container includes a roll top cover with slats that slides in 

tracks. 



 

 
 

 

  

FR2466964 
 
Containers engage with each other with a similar dovetail.  

This is a French patent.  Translation provided. 

FR1077325 
 
Container contains a roll-top cover.  This is a French patent.  

Translation provided. 

FR1166825 
 
Container contains a roll-top cover.  This is a French patent.  

Translation provided. 

EP407833 
 
Container contains a roll-top cover with pins extending from 

the slats of the cover.  See detail below for the pins.  This is an 
European patent.  Translation provided. 

 

 
 
 

US1782110 
 
Container contains a roll-top cover. 

US2099122 
 
Container contains a roll-top cover. 



  
US8033588 

 
Cargo container contains a roll-top cover with an opening 

on the cover to grip the cover. 

US4884733 
 
Cargo container contains vertical grooves for dividers.  The 

dividers are adjustable. 

US4552272 
 
Display bin contains vertical projection 34 for keeping 

dividers.  The dividers are adjustable. 

US4944544 
 
Storage device contains vertical projections creating a 

groove 34 for keeping dividers.  The dividers are adjustable. 

US5054668 
 
Trunk carrier contains vertical projections 8 creating a 

groove for keeping dividers.  The dividers are adjustable. 



  
US4358035 

 
System is an open luggage boot with dividers held by a 

cruciform connector 10.  The dividers are adjustable. 

US6682118 
 
Cargo organizer contains vertical grooves for dividers 50.  

The dividers are adjustable. 

US5265729 
 
A tray having vertical dividers that slide between projections 

creating a groove. 

US7287795 and US7721926 
 
A tray having vertical dividers that slide between projections 

creating a groove. 



  

US2008/0128428 
 
A storage device containing dividers held between 

projection extending from a sidewall of the device.   

US D372016 
 
A trunk storage device containing dividers held between 

projections extending from sidewalls.   

US2127826 
 
A tray has dividers 16, 16a held between projections 11b, 

11c.  The intersection is held with a cross connector 17.   

US580517 
 
A bottle carrier has dividers meeting at intersections and 

held with poles C having four slots D.   

US658205 
 
A bottle carrier has dividers meeting at intersections and 

held with poles E having four slots j.   



US904829 
 
A bottle carrier has dividers meeting at intersections and 

held with poles 4 having four slots 6.   

US5167433 
 

A plastic liner resembling a car trunk has slots 26 for 
dividers 24, 28.  The slots could also be replaced with ribs that 
extend vertically and blending horizontally as seen in Figure 25B. 
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